The Plant plays 4 Receptor cards and 4 R-protein cards on the board each season.

**Plant wins** via ETI if at least 1 R-protein/Effector match, by letter and number = 1 point.
**Plant wins** via MTI if at least 2 Feature/Plant Receptor matches (letter only) that are not disabled by a Pathogen Effector whose letter matches that of the matched pair = 1 point.
*If Plant wins via ETI or MTI, Pathogen mutates = discard the 1 detected card, or discard 1 randomly of those detected if more than 1. Replace any discarded card from deck.

**Pathogen wins** if Plant does not achieve either ETI or MTI = 1 point. So *Plant mutates = 2 R-protein cards are chosen randomly for discard, and replaced with new cards from deck.